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-----------------------------------------------------------------****------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract— In this paper, we propose a fixed-width
multiplier design by using versatile noise tolerant ANT
architecture that helps to build fixed-width multiplier with
reduced precision replica redundancy block (RPR). The
proposed architecture can achieve high precision, low power
consumption, and area efficiency. We provide fixed-width RPR
with error compensation circuit using the partial product
terms of input correction vector to lower the prune errors, the
hardware for error compensation circuit is simple. In a 12 ×
12-bit multiplier, area of fixed-width RPR can be lowered by
44.55% and power consumption is saved by 23% as compared
with the existed ANT design.

Fig. 1.

The RPR design in the ANT design of [2] is the most
liked design because of its simple circuitry. Whereas, ANT
with RPR in [2] have high area overhead and power
consumption. In this paper, we proposed an easy fixedwidth RPR that replace the full-width RPR block in [2]. Using
the fixed-width RPR, the computation error can be corrected
with low power consumption and low area overhead.

Index Terms— Algorithmic noise tolerant (ANT), fixedwidth multiplier, reduced-precision replica (RPR), voltage
overscaling (VOS).

1.INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the rapid growth for portable
wireless computation devices enhances the requirement for
ultralow power devices. To reduce the power dissipation,
voltage scaling is heavily used as an accurate low-power
technique because the power consumption in CMOS circuits
is directly related to the square of voltage [1]. However, in
deep-submicrometer process technologies, noise problems
have faced difficulty to design the reliable and accurate
microelectronics systems; hence, these designs are
developed to intensify noise tolerance. [2]–[12].

In order, to decrease the critical path delay, we
restrict the compensation circuit in RPR must not be used in
the critical path. As a result, we can analyze the ANT design
with smaller area, lower power consumption, and lower
critical supply voltage.

II.ANT ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
The ANT technique [2] uses both main digital signal
processor (MDSP) and error correction (EC) block, as shown
in Fig. 1. To achieve ultralow power, VOS is used in MDSP.
Under VOS, if the critical path delay Tcp becomes greater than
the sampling period Tsamp, the soft errors may occur. It
degrades signal precision. In the ANT [2], a replica of the
MDSP but with reduced precision operands and shorter
operation delay is used as EC block. In VOS, there are many
number of input dependent soft errors in its output ya[n];
however, RPR output yr[n] is still correct since the critical
path delay of the replica is smaller than Tsamp [4]. Hence,
yr[n] is used to detect errors in the MDSP output ya[n].
instead of ya[n]. As a result, y ˆ[n] can be given as

A hostile low-power technique, called voltage
overscaling (VOS), was introduced in [4] to lower voltage
beyond critical supply voltage without surrendering the
throughput. However, VOS degrades signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). A novel (ANT) technique [2] combined VOS block
with reduced-precision replica (RPR), which removes soft
errors accurately and saves energy Some ANT deformation
designs are proposed in [5]–[9] and the ANT design is
further extended to system level in [10]. Whereas, the RPR
in the ANT designs of [5]–[7] are designed in a organized
manner, which are not easily versatile.
The RPR designs in the ANT designs of [8] and [9] can
operate with high speed, but their hardware complexity is
high.
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and

there is no fixed-width RPR applied to the ANT multiplier
designs.
To achieve high precise error compensation, we
compensate this truncation error with variable correction
value. We design the error compensation circuit using the
partial product terms with the largest weight in the least
significant segment. In order to save hardware complexity,
the compensation vector in the partial product terms with
the large weight in the least significant position is directly
injected into the fixed-width RPR, which does not require
extra compensation logic gates [17].

..…(2)
where yo[n] is error free output signal. In this way,
the power consumption is highly reduced while the SNR is
maintained without severe degradation [2].

To minimize the compensation error, we also
consider the impact of truncated products with the second
most significant bits on the error compensation. We
proposed an error compensation circuit using a simple
minor input correction vector to compensate the error
remained. In order, to decrease the critical path delay, we
place the compensation circuit in the noncritical path of the
fixed-width RPR. As compared with the full-width RPR
design in [15], the proposed fixed-width RPR multiplier
operates with high SNR, lower circuitry area and low power
consumption.

Fig. 2. Proposed ANT architecture with fixed-width RPR.

III. PROPOSED ANT MULTIPLIER DESIGN
USING FIXED-WIDTH RPR

A. Proposed Precise Error Compensation Vector
for Fixed-Width RPR Design

In this paper, we proposed the fixed-width RPR to
replace the full-width RPR block in the ANT design [2], as
shown in Fig. 2, which can provide high precision, low power
consumption, and lower area overhead in RPR, but also
operate with high SNR, more area efficient, low supply
voltage. In analyzing the ANT architecture, we manifest our
fixed-width RPR-based ANT design in an ANT multiplier.

In an ANT design, RPR is used to correct the errors
that occurs at the output of MDSP and maintain the SNR of
whole system without lowering supply voltage. In the case of
fixed-width RPR to analyse ANT architecture, we lower
circuit area and power consumption, and enhance the
computation speed compared with the conventional fulllength RPR. However, we require to compensate large
truncation error due to cutting off many hardware elements
in the LSB part of MDSP.

The fixed-width is usually used in DSP applications
to prevent infinite growth of bit width. Cutting off n-bit least
significant bit (LSB) output is a famous solution to design a
fixed-width DSP with n-bit input and n-bit output. The
hardware complexity and power consumption of a fixedwidth DSP is very less. However, the truncation of LSB part
results in rounding error, that require compensated
precision. Many literatures [13]–[22] are presented to
minimize the truncation error with constant correction value
[13]–[15] or with variable correction value [16]–[22].

In MDSP of n-bit ANT Baugh–Wooley array
multiplier, its two-unsigned n-bit inputs of X and Y can be
related as

………(3)

The circuit complexity to compensate with constant
corrected value is simple than that of variable correction
value; however, the variable correction approach is highly
precise. In [16]–[22], the compensation method is to
compensate the truncation error between the full-length
multiplier and the fixed-width multiplier.

The product result P is the summation of partial products
of xi y j, which is expressed as

In fixed-width RPR of an ANT multiplier, the
compensation error is to correct the overall truncation error
of MDSP block. Nowadays, there are many fixed-width
multiplier designs applied to the full-width multipliers but
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are most significant part (MSP), input correction vector
[ICV(β)], minor ICV [MICV(α)], and LSP, as shown in Fig. 3. In
fixed width RPR, only MSP part is kept and all other subsets
are eliminated. Hence, the remaining three parts of ICV(β),
MICV(α), and LSP are called as truncated part. The truncated
ICV(β) and MICV(α) are the most important parts because of
its highest weight.

fixed-width RPR only applying the compensation
vector of β and with the case of full-width RPR.

B. Proposed Precise Error Compensation Vector
for Fixed-Width RPR Design
To analyze the fixed-width RPR, we design by directly
injecting ICV(β) to meet the statistic distribution and one
minor compensation vector MICV(α) to overcome the
insufficient error compensation cases. The compensation
vector ICV(β) is analyzed by directly injecting the partial
terms of Xn-1Yn/2, Xn-2Y(n/2)+1, Xn-3Y(n/2)+2, . . . ,
X(n/2)+2Yn-2.

Therefore, they can be used to design the truncation
error compensation algorithm.

These directly injecting compensation terms are
labelled as C1, C2, C3, . . ., C(n/2)-1 in Fig. 9. The other
compensation vector used to overcome the insufficient error
compensation case is designed by one conditional controlled
OR gate. One input of OR gate is injected by X(n/2) Yn-1,
which is used to realize the function of compensation vector
β.

Fig. 3. 12 × 12-bit ANT multiplier is implemented with the
six-bit fixed width replica redundancy block.

The other input is conditional controlled by using formula
to judge whether β = 0 and βl = 0. The final function is
analysed by one NOR gate, while its inputs are Xn-1Yn/2, Xn2Y(n/2) +1, Xn-3Y(n/2) +2, . . ., X(n/2)+2Yn-2. If both of
these two outputs are true, a compensation term Cm is
generated via a two-input AND gate. Then, Cm is given
together with X(n/2) Yn-1 into a two-input OR gate to
correct insufficient error compensation. For the case of β = 0
and βl = 0, one additional carry-in signal C(n/2) is given into
the compensation vector to modify the compensation value
as β + 1 instead of β. Moreover, the carry-in signal C(n/2) is
given in the bottom of error compensation vector, which is
the farthest position from the critical path.

To caluclate the efficiency of a fixed-width RPR, we
provide the difference between the (n/2)-bit fixed-width
RPR output and the 2n-bit full-length MDSP output, which is
expressed as
ε = P – Pt

………… (5)

where P is the output of the complete multiplier in MDSP and
Pt is the output of the fixed-width multiplier in RPR. Pt can
be expressed as

Hence, the error compensation precision in the
fixed-width RPR can be improved, the computation delay is
not postponed because the critical supply voltage is
governed by the critical delay time of the RPR circuit,
preserving the critical path of RPR
Finally, high-precision fixed-width RPR multiplier is
shown in Fig. 9. In our presented fixed-width RPR, the
adders are saved by half as compared with full-width RPR.
The proposed high-precision fixed-width RPR provides high
precision as compared with the full-width RPR design.

…………..(6)
where f (EC) is the error compensation function, f
(ICV) is the error compensation function contributed by the
input correction vector ICV(β), and f (MICV) is the error
compensation function contributed by minor input
correction vector MICV(α).
Therefore, the proposed error compensation algorithm
minimizes the compensation error is accurately, by
using ICV together with MICV while comparing with
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As shown in Table II, the absolute mean error, the
mean square error, the maximum error, and the variance of
error in our proposed fixed-width RPR multiplier can be
lowered to 21.39%, 5.57%, 9.18%, and 9.00%, respectively,
in the 12-bit by 12-bit ANT multiplier design. All these
truncation error evaluation indexes are the lowest ones as
compared with the state-art-designs of [2] and [17] because
multiple truncation EC vectors combined ICV together with
MICV are applied to lower the truncation errors based on
probability and statistics analysis.

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OF THE ABSOLUTE MEAN ERROR,
THE MEAN-SQUARE ERROR, AND THE VARIANCE
OF ERROR UNDER VARIOUS RPR-BASED 12-BIT
ANT MULTIPLIER DESIGN

Fig. 9. Proposed high-accuracy fixed-width RPR multiplier
with compensation constructed by the multiple truncation
EC vectors combined ICV together with MICV.

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
To evaluate and compare the performance of the
proposed fixed-width RPR based ANT design and the
previous fullwidth RPR-based ANT design, we implemented
these two ANT designs in a 12-bit by 12-bit multiplier. The
main performance indexes are the precision of RPR blocks,
the silicon area of RPR blocks, the critical computation delay
of RPR blocks, the error probability of RPR blocks under
VOS, and the lowest reliable operating supply voltage under
VOS.
Through quantitative analysis of experimental data,
we can demonstrate that our proposed design can more
effectively restrain the soft noise interference resulting from
postponed computation delay under VOS when the circuit
operates with a very low-voltage supply. Moreover,
hardware overhead and power consumption can also be
lowered in the proposed fixed-width RPR-based ANT design.
Finally, we implemented our proposed 12-bit by 12-bit
fixed-width RPR-based ANT multiplier design in TSMC 90nm CMOS process technology. First, we compare the
proposed fixed-width multiplier with other literature
designs [2], [17], respectively. All performance comparisons
are evaluated under 12-bit ANT-based multiplier designs.

V.SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results for a 12-bit multiplier is shown in
below figure with inputs a = 011110110011,
b = 110110101010 and outputs
c = 011010010011001111011110.

The precision analysis results of various fixed-width
RPR multipliers or full-width RPR multiplier are shown in
Table II. The fixed-width RPR multipliers are the six-bit
multipliers while their LSPs are truncated and various error
compensation vectors are applied. The full-width RPR
multiplier is the six-bit by six-bit multiplier. As shown in
Table II, the fixed-width RPR designs usually perform with
higher truncation errors than that of the full-width RPR
design because more computation cells are truncated.
However, with appreciate error compensation vector or
multiple truncation error compensation vectors, the fixedwidth RPR designs still have the chance to perform with
lower truncation errors.
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The simulation results for a ReProMul is shown in below
figure with Inputs a = 111001111000,

going for second existed system. In this, we performed a
12*12-bit multiplier and we can also extend our project to
16*16-bit multiplier and so on.

b = 100010100101 and outputs
p = 011111010001001101011000, and
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